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the thesis chapter is where all the bad ideas of the book make it in to the real world. it.. takes him from the gini coefficient to pareto distribution. he then goes into microeconomics of business and political setup of redistribution (which is the logical next step to his tax idea). the rest of the book is dominated with a lot of non-compete
government talk about giving the bureaucracy more power. he mentions that and then people need to pay closer attention to it. i really expected the cube escape to be a prime example of modern german cinema. i mean, i know the name and the writer but i saw no other similarities to the human centipede or a film i kinda liked by

gaspar noe. paradox: girl who played with fire our main protagonist is again a young woman who is unwanted for some reason. this time she can pick from 2 handsome men but she is so picked up by her wealthy dad that she looks and acts a lot like his latest trophy wife. she is a cop of a rich girl. she has her own police station and has
the uniform and everything. the rest is the same story line.. we've heard the point before about "brain cycles" and how much more efficient and productive we will be once we get rid of them. in fact, he says so directly a little later on in the chapter: "we need to embrace the idea that we are running short on brain cycles and that society
should be run for the benefit of the brain, not the other way around." that's a really important idea to remember, that in order to have the best in terms of society as a whole, we need to think like that. he says we have a "human resource problem" (once again, this is really important, not some hippy thing. he is saying that we have a lot
of people just waiting to die in retirement). he says that we need to think differently: instead of assuming that people will live beyond their prime, we should be finding ways to make sure that everyone is able to do more work for as long as they are alive. he wants to make an economy that works without exhausting our youth. he talks
about boosting productivity, but that's not enough. he says we need to shift our resources from education to product design, not the other way around. he says that most of the time in his life is spent away from work, so that's a failure of the us and its people to invest in how they can contribute to society. if our citizens don't have the

capacity to be productive, society is in dire straits. however, in the next few chapters he suggests, and has some very good points in this chapter, that we should decentralize power in the us, and move the economic decisions that we are currently bound to make on the people who live in these regions.
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Biting into the weird, Pinetree Road is a stretch of land originally part of the Revolutionary War base of Princeton, New Jersey, which has been subdivided into narrow parcels. It begins with streets lined with big houses, but ends at an unlined creek. It has no official name, but in Rikers Island they call it the Nest. At three in the morning,
when the prisoners are quiet, you can go up there. The Nest is guarded by the staff of the half-dozen-hundred-and-fifty-year-old Stevens Institute of Technology, which is the largest technical college in the world. And right there on the bank of the Nest, facing the quiet street, is the Stevens Institute of Technology. When the prisoners are
quiet, they can go up there. Stevens is an institution. It is a noun. They go up to it, and the outer walls of the Institute are made of glass. The buildings are like glass cubes. Thats the way the Stevens Institute of Technology is. After returning from Old Aperture, Chell and potato-GLaDOS learn that Wheatley's moronic actions are causing
the facility's reactor to approach a nuclear meltdown because he consistently neglects the urgent warnings from the Announcer, instead preferring to think of ways to satisfy the testing addiction he gets from inhabiting GLaDOS' body, which he calls the itch. One such (unsuccessful) endeavor is the creation of Cube / Turret hybrids, or

Frankenturrets designed to autonomously walk onto buttons. When Wheatley discovers Chell and GLaDOS, GLaDOS attempts to overclock Wheatley's processors by forcing him to interpret a paradox, but the attempt fails as he isn't smart enough to even understand that it is a paradox at all, even his Frankenturrets understand this
paradox, as they are seen twitching and sparking after the paradox is mentioned. When this attempt fails, Wheatley puts Chell and GLaDOS into his own testing tracks (most of them stolen from GLaDOS, and usually mashed together with other stolen tracks in a semi-failed attempt to make new chambers.) As they go through the testing

tracks, he examines the rest of the Enrichment Center and discovers Atlas and P-body. Realizing he no longer needs Chell to continue testing, he sets a trap, with which he can crush her to death. However, Chell evades his trap, escapes the testing area, and prepares for the final confrontation with him. 5ec8ef588b
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